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Abstract. Frequency based digital signal analysis has already established a relevant place in nondestructive testing.
With digital signal processing techniques aid, it is possible to find patterns in spectrum signals to increase efficiency
and minimize costs with maintenance of industrial equipment. In 2009, industrial maintenance spending corresponds
to 4.14% of world GDP. In Brazil, in 2008 this market spend R$ 120 billion in 20 sectors of the industrial economy. As
predictive maintenance can be implemented using digital signal processing, this work explores new procedures which
should help lower costs in the industry by means of the restitution coefficient estimative analysis. As the restitution
coefficient is a physical property related to the structural condition of a material, the goal of this work is present a new
algorithm considering a setup based on different materials, a differential amplifier circuit, an electret microphone and
frequency based analysis of impact acoustic signals. The main contribution of the work consists in establishing a direct
relationship between the slope of a spectrum signal interpolation and the restitution coefficient, considering five
different materials, in order to obtain new estimation algorithms for structural properties evaluation.
Keywords: Spectral analysis, Restitution Coefficient, Digital Signal Processing.
1. INTRODUCTION
Monitoring procedures for physical properties variations in industrial equipment (restitution coefficient for example)
is a key issue in sectors such as mineral, material processing, as well as petrochemical and construction. Over the last
years, spectral analysis has emerged as a powerful tool for structure evaluation. Extensive research has been carried out
to develop several methods to estimate material fragmentation or degradation in impact processes. In this sense, this
work proposes a novel methodology in order to identify different types of materials through the restitution coefficient
estimative.
Measurement of the restitution coefficient considering a setup that involves a collision between a ball and a flat
surface (table), using the sound produced by the impact, has been of interest considering educational experiences
Azzoni, A. and De Freitas (1995), Bernstein (1997), Cavalcante et al. (2002) and Stensgaard and Lægsgaard (2001), and
industrial applications Andrade et al. (2006, 20076), Giani et al. (2004) and Cavalcante et al. (2002), as well. The
standard procedure used in these studies considered a ball falling down vertically from a given height, obtaining several
impacts with the table before settling down. The goal of this work is develop an estimations algorithm for the restitution
coefficient considering four different materials (steel, glass, resin and a hollow plastic) and, by means of spectrum
analysis procedures applied to acoustic signals, obtain an estimative considering a single impact. The main experiment
consists in three steps: a) a material free falling of approximately 60 centimeters high, b) digital sampling of the impact
acoustic signal, and c) Discrete Fourier analysis.
In section 2, the restitution coefficient property is presented. Section 3 presents the experimental setup used in the
estimation procedure. The proposed method is described in section 4. A validation procedure is described in section 5
and the main conclusions are presented in section 6.
2. THE RESTITUTION COEFFICIENT
The restitution coefficient is a physical property used to measure the energy loss of a body after an impact event.
Thus, is possible to define the coefficient of restitution as the ratio of orthogonal components of the velocities after and
immediately before an impact, equation (1).



v1 cos1
v0 cos 0

Where v0 represents the speed immediately before an impact and

(1)

v1 the speed immediately after and  represents

the angle of the material with the horizontal table. When the object collides orthogonally to the table, the impact is
called normal, and the restitution coefficient can only be considered as the ratio between the modulus of the velocities
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Guercio and Zanetti (1987), Andrade et al. (2006). As equation 2 shows, it is possible to calculate the restitution
coefficient considering the time ratio between two consecutive intervals, generated by at least three impacts of the
object with the floor Andrade et al. (2007). In equation (2) is presented a simple expression in order to calculate the
restitution coefficient considering three consecutive impacts.



t2
t1

(2)

In equation (2), t1 represents the time interval between the first and second impacts, and t2 the time interval between
the second and third impacts.
3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Several works consider the interval time between two consecutive impacts in order to identify the restitution
coefficient. Unlike traditional methods, in this work a single impact interval is used to estimate the restitution
coefficient using the Fourier transform and a simple pattern recognition technique implemented in MATLAB
computing environment. The main contribution of this work consists in establishing a direct relationship between the
slope of a straight, obtained through a linear interpolation of the spectrum signal, and the coefficient of restitution of
each material. The schematic diagram of the acquisition system used in this work is presented in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Experimental setup for the acoustic signal acquisition
As figure 1 show, the ball in analysis is dropped from a height of approximately 60 cm, and the resulting impact
sound signal between the ball and the floor was acquired through the electret microphone and a digital scope.
Measurement of the restitution coefficient for a collision between a ball and a flat surface using the sound produced
by the impact between the two has been of interest for fault detection applications Giani et al. (2004), Cavalcante et al.
(2002). The standard procedure used in these studies has been based on a vertically free falling to allow from a given
height and a large number of bounces with the table before settling down. Figure 2 presents an example for the impact
case of a resin ball with a fixed table.

Generated transients for three
consecutive impacts

Figure 2: Signal generated by 3 consecutive impacts of a resin ball.
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By means of equation (2) and the time intervals between impacts it is possible to calculate the restitution coefficient.
Table 1 presents the restitution coefficient value considering four balls of different materials (steel, glass, resin and a
hollow plastic) and 5 realizations.
Table 1. Experimental results for restitution coefficient of different materials
Material
Impact
1
2
3
4
5
Mean value

Steel ball

Resin ball

Glass ball

Hollow plastic Ball

0,675
0,670
0,670
0,678
0,659
0,670 ± 0,014

0,759
0,771
0,746
0,748
0,750
0,755 ± 0,021

0,770
0,779
0,729
0,768
0,800
0,769 ± 0,052

0,962
0,962
0,949
0,963
0,962
0,960 ± 0,012

4. RESTITUTION COEFICCIENT ASSESSMENT THROUGHT SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
The acoustic signal spectrum is obtained by means of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), Eq. (3), applied on
Matlab®.
N 1

x(m)   xk e

 jm

2
k
N

(2)

k 0

The spectrum analysis considered only one impact, between the ball and the table. In order to identify patterns on
the signal five signals were captured for each material. The proposed methodology for identifying patterns considers
two spectrum curve characteristics, the area below the spectrum curve and the slope spectrum curve.
Figure 3 illustrates four Fourier spectrums calculated from each material, them it is described the main characteristic
identified in each one.

(a) steel ball

(b) resin ball
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(d) hollow plastic ball

Figure 3: Fourier spectrums from each material analysis, (a) steel ball, (b) resin ball, (c) glass ball, (d) hollow plastic
ball
The steel ball spectrum curve, Fig. 3 (a), depicts three small lobes and a rapid attenuation, i.e. the 0 dB magnitude is
reached at 24 khz, the resin ball spectrum curve, Fig. 3 (b), exhibits the greatest low frequency components, i.e. 40 db,
the glass ball spectrum curve, Fig. 3 (c), shows a smooth curve with a accentuated attenuation after 15 kHz, finally, the
hollow plastic ball spectrum curve exhibits the greatest high frequency components.
In order to identify patterns on the Fourier spectrum curve, there are analyzed, and quantified, two variables, the
area under the spectrum curve and the slope spectrum curve.
4.1. Delimited Area analysis
In order to determine the area under the spectrum curve, it is calculated the absolute values sum of the magnitude
Fourier transform. The Fig. 4 shows the absolute values of the magnitude Fourier transform.

Figure 4: Absolute values of the magnitude Fourier transform of the resin ball.

The absolute values sum was obtained in Matlab®, and is presented in Tab. 2.
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Table 2. Area’s values for each experimentation
Material
Impact
1
2
3
4
5
Mean value

Steel ball

Resin ball

Glass ball

Hollow plastic Ball

4,16x104
5,08x104
4,06x104
4,67x104
5,12x104
(4,62±0,49)x104

5,21x104
5,68x104
5,51x104
6,13x104
4,70x104
(5,45±0,53)x104

5,56x104
5,41x104
4,78x104
5,72x104
4,81x104
(5,25±0,43)x104

7,08x104
7,64x104
7,90x104
6,73x104
7,30x104
(7,33±0,46)x104

Comparing the mean values, in Tab. 2, it may be possible to find some differences between the materials.
Nevertheless, it is not possible to state values ranges for each material. For instance, there is a clear difference between
the hollow plastic ball and the steel ball, but, on the other hand, the mean values of the resin ball and the glass ball are
quite similar.
One reason attributed to the unsatisfying area’s analysis could be related to the mass difference between the balls of
each material, for instance, the resin ball mass is greater than the glass and steel ball. Even that each ball was dropped
from the same height, the resin ball presents greater kinetic energy, therefore, more energy dissipation, e.g. acoustic, it
is expected. Hence, it is possible to conclude that the area value indicates which ball generate greater acoustic energy,
and, not necessary exibits a relation with the restitution coefficient.
4.2. Curve Slope analysis
In Fig. 3, it can de observed that the inclination spectrum curves have a particular behavior for each material.
Therefore, the slope’s analysis offers an auspicious way to determine a pattern for each restitution coefficient. In this
sense, it is established the inclination curve through a linear interpolation.
Figure 5 shows a Fourier spectrum curve, obtained from the resin ball, used to illustrate the methodology.

Figure 5: Fourier spectrum signal of the resin ball, 1024 samples.

As Fig. 5 shows, in order to normalize the signals it is not more considered the frequency axis, instead, the sample
number is taken into account.
It must be mentioned that the higher frequency components, i.e. the noise measure effect, negatively influences to
obtain a reliable linear interpolation, therefore a calculation slope value. In this sense, the last samples on Fig. 5, i.e. the
higher frequencies components, are not considered on the assessment, Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Fourier spectrum signal and inclination line estimated of the resin ball
The Tab. 3 presents the cut frequency, and the respectively sample number, defined for each impact signal. On the
other hand, Tab. 4 presents the slope values obtained for each test.
Table 3. Cut frequency and its sample number.
Material
Steel ball

Resin ball

Glass ball

Hollow plastic Ball

Impact
1

547 (26,7 kHz)

619 (30,2 kHz)

619 (30,2 kHz)

1024 (50,0 kHz)

2

464 (22,7 kHz)

550 (26,9 kHz)

744 (36,3 kHz)

1024 (50,0 kHz)

3

500 (24,4 kHz)

579 (28,3 kHz)

592 (28,9 kHz)

1024 (50,0 kHz)

4

650 (31,7 kHz)

609 (29,7 kHz)

636 (31,1 kHz)

817 (39,9 kHz)

5

568 (27,7 kHz)

572 (27,9 kHz)

748 (36,5 kHz)

892 (43,6 kHz)

Mean value

546 (26,7 kHz)

586 (28,6 kHz)

668 (32,6 kHz)

956 (46,7 kHz)

Table 4. Slope spectrum, mean value and standard deviation, of the spectrum signals.
Material
Steel ball

Resin ball

Glass ball

Hollow plastic Ball

Impact
1

-0,0633

-0,0556

-0,0466

-0,0288

2

-0,0713

-0,0463

-0,0522

-0,0264

3

-0,0729

-0,0565

-0,0529

-0,0272

4

-0,0517

-0,0538

-0,0500

-0,0383

5

-0,0555

-0,0449

-0,0440

-0,0308

Mean value

-0,063 ± 0,019

-0,051 ± 0,011

-0,049 ± 0.008

-0,030 ± 0,010

However, the Tab. 5 presents the slope values obtained taking into account the same cut frequency, the average
value, for each material, instead of considering a particular cut frequency for each test.
Table 5: Slope spectrum, average and standard deviation, considering the same cut frequency.
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Material
Steel ball

Resin ball

Glass ball

Hollow plastic Ball

1

-0,0634

-0,0550

-0,0452

-0,0303

2

-0,0629

-0,0515

-0,0548

-0,0277

3

-0,0671

-0,0542

-0,0536

-0,0285

4

-0,0618

-0,0533

-0,0496

-0,0356

5

-0,0560

-0.0501

-0,0453

-0.0295

Mean value

-0,062 ± 0,009

-0.053 ± 0,004

-0,050 ± 0,009

-0,030 ± 0,007

Impact

5. METHODOLOGY ASSESMENT
In order to validate the proposed methodology, based on the slope criteria, it was measured several impacts between
the steel ball and the table, considering different ball’s masses. The slope spectrum, calculated for each test, jointly its
respectively mass are presented in Tab. 6.
Table 6. Slope spectrum, mean value and standard deviation, considering several steel ball’s masses
Material

Steel ball 1
(66,6g)

Steel ball 2
(28,1g)

Steel ball 3
(16,2g)

Steel ball 4
(3,52g)

1

-0,0634

-0,0504

-0,0439

-0,0277

2

-0,0629

-0,0340

-0,0434

-0,0235

3

-0,0671

-0,0519

-0,0464

-0,0263

4

-0,0618

-0,0474

-0,0547

-0,0247

5

-0,0560

-0,0540

-0,0426

-0,0169

Mean value

-0,062 ± 0,009

-0,048 ± 0,016

-0,046 ± 0,010

-0,024 ± 0,009

Impact

It can be observed, in Tab. 7, that the slope spectrum is directly proportional to the ball’s mass, therefore, inversely
proportional between the restitution coefficient and the ball’s mass. In the particular case of steel balls, the smaller ones
cool faster than the larger balls, providing different mass properties.
In order to verify the obtained result, it is calculated the restitution coefficient, Tab. 7, of each test from Tab. 6 based
on the procedure described in section 3.
Table 7. Restitution coefficient, mean value and standard deviation, calculated on time, of steel ball 1 to 4.
Material

Steel ball 1
(66,6g)

Steel ball 2
(28,1g)

Steel ball 3
(16,2g)

Steel ball 4
(3,52g)

1

0,675

0,753

0,780

0,840

2

0,670

0,756

0,830

0,800

3

0,670

0,747

0,780

0,808

4

0,678

0,769

0,761

0,820

5

0,659

0,753

0,793

0,828

Mean value

0,670 ± 0,015

0,756 ± 0,017

0,789 ± 0,052

0,819 ± 0,032

Impact
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The restitution coefficients, presented in Tab. 7, show a correlation with the ball’s mass, i.e. a inversely
proportionality, consequently, it is corroborated the slope analysis presented. Furthermore, the slope criteria presents a
direct relation with the restitution coefficient.
6. CONCLUSSIONS
The first criteria used, presented a spectrum area of the resin ball greater than the steel and glass balls, nevertheless,
its restitution coefficient is smaller than the glass ball and greater than the steel ball. Thus, the spectrum area criteria did
not show a clear relation with the coefficient restitution, furthermore, it can be noted that the material and the mass can
negatively influence on the analysis. In this sense, a restitution coefficient analysis based on the spectrum area, and
considering the same material and mass may provide a better estimation.
On the other hand, the slope analysis presents a direct relation inversely proportional with the restitution coefficient.
This analysis, based on the slope calculation, satisfactorily exhibits the relation with the restitution coefficient,
considering several materials and mass of the balls.
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